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ABSTRACT 44 

With the advent of tools for recording and manipulating activity with high spatiotemporal 45 

resolution in defined neural circuits in behaving animals, behavioral neuroscience is now tasked 46 

with establishing field-wide standards for implementing and interpreting these powerful 47 

approaches. Theoretical frameworks for what constitute proof of fundamental neurobiological 48 

principles is an ongoing and frequently debated topic. On the other hand, standardizing 49 

interpretation of individual experimental findings to avoid spurious conclusions in practice has 50 

received less attention. Even within subfields, similar assays are often used to support widely 51 

disparate conclusions which in part has contributed to a slew of studies claiming highly specified 52 

functions for cell-types and circuits which are often in direct disagreement with one another. In 53 

this opinion piece, we discuss common pitfalls in design and interpretation of approaches for 54 

recording or manipulating neural activity in animal models of motivated behavior. We emphasize 55 

the importance of integrating findings across multiple behavioral assays concomitant with 56 

tempered inference regarding specialized neuronal functions as a standardized starting point for 57 

parsing circuit control of behavior. Our aim is to stimulate an open and accessible discourse in 58 

the literature to address issues of continuity across behavioral neurosciences.  59 

 60 

SIGNIFICANCE STATEMENT 61 

New technologies in neuroscience allow for increasingly precise recording and stimulation of 62 

neural circuits in animal research. The goal is to understand the function of the brain, as well as 63 

to develop new ways to treat brain diseases. Yet despite seemingly boundless technical 64 

potential, a key limitation for meaningful advances stems from spurious interpretation of 65 

experiments. Here we provide specific examples from our own studies and discuss why 66 

appropriate interpretation of results can be challenging. We emphasize that standardizing 67 

interpretation of behavioral assays, as well as transferring incentives for identifying “specific” 68 
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circuits to more objectively understanding a circuit’s role across varied behavioral domains, will 69 

facilitate assimilation across literatures and ultimately move behavioral neuroscience closer to 70 

its goals.  71 

 72 

73 
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Introduction 74 

Neuroscientists have never before enjoyed a more powerful repertoire of techniques to 75 

manipulate the in vivo activity of cells and circuits in the experimental animal brain. These 76 

methods, which seem to advance in complexity and utility almost daily, enable precise 77 

observation or control of activity in identified cells using developmental, genetic, functional, 78 

and/or connectivity classifications. These techniques have overwhelmingly been used to relate 79 

the activity of a particular region, circuit, or cell-type to animal behavior. With these data, broad 80 

conclusions are often made claiming a highly specified role for circuits controlling certain 81 

aspects of behavior or encoding specific features of experience. While this is tempting and, on 82 

its surface, logical, a multitude of factors contribute to observed behavior, which means that 83 

manipulating any number of latent variables may alter a behavioral output in the same way. In 84 

this opinion piece, our goal is to reconcile the increasingly widespread use of in vivo 85 

manipulation techniques with the need for the field of behavioral neuroscience to establish 86 

greater standardization for labeling a manipulation as truly “specific”.  87 

 88 

A cautionary anecdote 89 

One of the authors recently conducted a series of studies to test the effects of mossy 90 

cells in the mouse ventral dentate gyrus on social isolation-induced aggression using the 91 

resident-intruder test, a commonly used assay for territorial aggression (Koolhaas et al., 2013). 92 

Ventral mossy cells were activated by expression of the Designer Receptor Exclusively 93 

Activated by Designer Drugs (DREADD) hM3DGq and systemic administration of 10 mg/kg of 94 

the DREADD ligand clozapine N-oxide (CNO) (Armbruster et al., 2007; Roth, 2016). When 95 

compared to control mice expressing only the fluorophore mCherry, reduction in aggression was 96 

observed in hM3DGq-expressing mice, suggesting that ventral mossy cell activation causally 97 
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inhibited aggression. However, examination of protein expression of the immediate early gene 98 

cFos following CNO administration showed not only the expected dense cFos expression in 99 

hM3DGq-expressing mossy cells, but also in non-hM3DGq-expressing granule cells and 100 

pyramidal neurons of CA3 and CA1 throughout the hippocampal formation, not seen in control 101 

conditions. This pattern of dense cFos expression is commonly observed in rodents following 102 

seizure induction (Chawla et al., 2005; Peng and Houser, 2005), and even subtle behavioral 103 

seizure induction from overactivation of the ventral dentate gyrus might explain reduced 104 

aggression. Indeed, careful review of videotaped behavioral assays confirmed mild behavioral 105 

seizures in a subset of mice during resident-intruder interactions. Thus, while our initial 106 

conclusion that ventral mossy cell activation was sufficient to reduce aggression in mice was 107 

logical based on our behavioral findings, our subsequent cFos and behavioral analysis 108 

suggested that (at least using 10 mg/kg CNO) an intervening behavior, in this case myoclonus, 109 

likely was causal for aggression reduction.  110 

This anecdote highlights a particularly important caveat of neural manipulation studies: a 111 

manipulation reducing or increasing a behavior in a single task is not sufficient to claim that 112 

circuit encodes a specific experience or is specific in controlling a behavior. For any of the 113 

individual tasks that we use in behavioral neuroscience there are many variables that can 114 

change task performance. Thus, it is critical that we describe data based on the effects that 115 

manipulations have on a given behavioral measure, rather than as generalizations focused on 116 

the information encoded within circuits without ruling out hidden variables and alternative 117 

explanations.   118 

 119 

When does causality matter? 120 
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 The need to go beyond describing the effect of circuit manipulations as a function of how 121 

they alter a behavioral output depends on the ultimate goals of the researcher. Translational 122 

researchers whose motivation is to target and regulate behaviors of clinical importance might 123 

focus more on demonstrating “whether” a circuit manipulation influences a behavior and less on 124 

“why” and “how” it works. For instance, consider a hypothetical neural manipulation that reduces 125 

lever pressing for cocaine in rodents. The manipulation may influence attention, salience, 126 

pharmacodynamic, or motivational processes amongst many others, any one of which could 127 

reduce cocaine taking in preclinical behavioral assays (Figure 1). If the equivalent neural 128 

manipulation in humans (for example via pharmacological or brain stimulation methods) also 129 

reduces cocaine use in patients with cocaine use disorder, then the important question is not 130 

whether the manipulation is highly specific for cocaine taking, but rather whether any negative 131 

consequence of the manipulation outweigh the clinical benefit.  132 

For experiments with the goal of using contemporary tools to precisely define the 133 

information encoded within a defined circuit, it is critical to consider how many variables might 134 

influence a given behavior. In the example above, there was no question that the manipulation 135 

reduced aggression, but it did so presumably because the behavior was interrupted by mild 136 

motor seizures rather than an isolated effect on aggression. During any behavioral task, 137 

salience, novelty, value, predictions, action initiation/motor responses, sensory information, and 138 

many other processes are simultaneously contributing to temporally-specific neuronal activity 139 

signatures around discrete behavioral events. Manipulating circuit activity to change how 140 

information is processed could alter behavior due to effects on any one or many of these 141 

factors. In fact, learning-theory models that provide a formalized framework for how organisms 142 

use information to make decisions show that the computations are flexible such that any given 143 

change in learning rate/performance could be achieved through many different distinct 144 

combinations of alterations in underlying variables (Rescorla et al., 1972; Sutton and Barto, 145 
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1987). Thus, assuming an experimental manipulation altered a given latent variable (perceived 146 

stimulus value or valence for example) based on an observed change in learning rate is tenuous 147 

given that manipulation of other variables (e.g. perceived stimulus salience) could result in an 148 

identical change in performance. If one is testing the hypothesis that a circuit encodes the 149 

valence of a reward-paired cue and Pavlovian conditioned approach behavior is reduced when 150 

the circuit is inhibited, one might conclude that the circuit does encode valence and that 151 

reduction in approach reflects decreased attractiveness of the cue. However, considering this 152 

effect in isolation, it is equally likely that the circuit encodes salience given that inhibition would 153 

also reduce approach behavior, even if valence is unaffected, simply because the animal is less 154 

likely to notice the cue presentation.  155 

Many of the behavioral tasks used in circuit manipulation studies were designed to 156 

answer questions about pharmacology, translational value, or general behavior – not to parse 157 

the underlying co-occurring variables that could contribute to the effects of a circuit manipulation 158 

on behavior. It is therefore paramount to consider how to disentangle these many factors to 159 

develop durable, reproducible conclusions. Complex tasks have been designed and continue to 160 

be developed for this purpose, but accessible dissemination of these approaches to facilitate 161 

implementation by researchers with diverse expertise and interests will require sustained effort. 162 

Batteries of relatively simple behavioral tasks can also be used in combination to count out 163 

common pitfalls. Together, the field must think carefully about how best to incorporate these 164 

considerations into research funding, experimental execution, and publication to move forward.  165 

 166 

Why we need standardization.  167 

 Insisting on purely descriptive reporting of behavioral findings, without inference of 168 

underlying mechanisms or implications for human behavior, can easily be perceived as pedantic 169 
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and overly conservative. While descriptive reporting of behavioral results taken to an extreme 170 

can limit the utility of using animals as models of human behavior and for studying neurobiology 171 

in general, a lack of standardized frameworks for interpreting results from behavioral assays is 172 

not without consequence. Take fear conditioning, for example, a commonly used task that has 173 

relatively standardized methodology across laboratories.  Despite similar methodology for 174 

performing the assay, there are widely disparate conclusions made from nearly identical 175 

experimental findings across subfields. Many studies have shown that various manipulations of 176 

hippocampal activity result in alterations in freezing behavior when animals are presented with a 177 

shock conditioned cue; typically, this result is attributed to changes in memory recall. When 178 

manipulations are made in the amygdala, the same experimental result of increased or 179 

decreased freezing behavior is often attributed to changes in fear responses. In other regions, 180 

the same experimental result has been used to make conclusions regarding circuit control of 181 

valence coding or threat responses. It is possible that none of these conclusions are incorrect – 182 

it is reasonable to think that changes in memory recall could affect a fear response, or that 183 

threat, fear, and valence coding are inextricably intertwined. Nevertheless, the fact that the 184 

exact same behavioral readout can be attributed to disparate latent variables depending on the 185 

subfield or hypotheses of the experimenter is problematic. 186 

This issue is not specific to the example above, and similar scenarios can be seen 187 

throughout neuroscience research including previous publications from the authors. To give a 188 

few more examples, reductions in sucrose preference are often attributed to anhedonia in 189 

studies focused on depression, while the same effect may be attributed to appetite in the 190 

feeding field, or taste in gustatory studies. Along the same lines, conditioned place preference is 191 

used to measure drug reward in the addiction field and reconsolidation in the memory field, 192 

while marble burying is used to measure anxiety, compulsive behaviors, and autism-like 193 

behaviors across studies. Though many studies have run the appropriate controls and no 194 
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particular conclusion is necessarily at fault, the behavioral neuroscience literature is becoming 195 

increasingly difficult to navigate and reconcile.  196 

 197 

For now, incremental steps may be the most impactful. 198 

The near infinite combination of underlying processes that influence behavior juxtaposed 199 

with the relatively few behavioral outputs that are quantified in a typical experiment creates 200 

logical snares which are conceptually attractive and difficult to avoid. Indeed, the ratio of latent 201 

variables to measured behaviors produces a scenario whereby any conclusion attributing an 202 

underlying cause that cannot be directly measured (e.g. the intent to commit aggression) to a 203 

circuit based on the outcome of a single experiment is almost certain to be a “fallacy of the 204 

converse”. Fallacy of the converse, or affirming the consequent, describes the error of using a 205 

valid if-then statement (if this circuit controls aggression → manipulating its activity will alter 206 

aggressive behavior) to support its converse (manipulating the activity of this circuit altered 207 

aggressive behavior → this circuit controls aggression). The multiplicity of brain-behavior 208 

relationships combined with the robustness with which modern neuroscience tools alter 209 

behavior make this fallacy all too easy to commit, and the task of interpreting basic experiments 210 

quickly becomes daunting when considering the complexity of these relationships.   211 

While grappling with defining ground-truths of cause-and-effect in neuroscience is no 212 

doubt a critical endeavor, we propose that for most behavioral neuroscientists, whose interests 213 

lie in specialized subfields, it is important to be aware of these issues but that the immediate 214 

goal should be practical, easily applicable mitigation strategies. There seems to be a growing 215 

awareness of how often our claims of neural circuit function are incorrect or incomplete, even 216 

when supported by evidence that would be considered iron-clad just a few years ago; it is 217 

important to acknowledge that it is not practical to wait for paradigm-shifting technical 218 
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approaches or conceptual frameworks to correct these issues en masse. In this spirit, though 219 

none of the authors have expertise in theoretical neuroscience, or claim to have any ground-220 

breaking concepts to present, we wrote this piece aiming to articulate a few common pitfalls that 221 

we have learned the hard way as simple guidelines that can easily be understood and applied 222 

across subfields. If relatively minor but widely applicable guidelines are continued to be put 223 

forward by researchers with diverse expertise in an open forum it could have a major impact on 224 

the field as a whole.   225 

 226 

What to do in practice  227 

 While we are far from the first to bring up interpretational pitfalls introduced by the 228 

application of powerful new technologies, much of the literature in this area has focused on 229 

creating frameworks for fundamental brain functions, how neural activity allows for complex 230 

computation, and constructs to define what is and isn’t causality. Consensus on these issues is 231 

critical for moving neuroscience forward, but debate on this level can quickly become abstract 232 

and even philosophical in nature. Practical issues of design and interpretation are more often 233 

debated in conference poster sessions and in peer-review. This is in part due to the fact that a 234 

universally applicable framework for interpretation of experimental results is almost certainly 235 

unachievable and therefore difficult to begin to address in published works: each new question 236 

and experimental finding may lead to entirely new conceptual areas or follow up experiments, 237 

and exact methodology will always vary across laboratories. However, we posit that the 238 

impossibility of universal rules does not preclude the utility of openly discussing general 239 

guidelines for standardizing how conclusions are drawn from commonly used techniques and 240 

experimental designs. 241 
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 We aim to facilitate this discussion by briefly proposing a few practical steps that can 242 

easily be incorporated in any behavioral neuroscience lab and in dissemination of findings:  243 

 244 

1. Eyes on the behavior  245 

Quantitative measures are of utmost importance for reporting data, but there is 246 

no replacement for the human eye for drawing valid conclusions from behavioral data. 247 

Indeed, many of the pitfalls described above can be easily avoided by simply observing 248 

the animals’ behavior during the experiment. To give an example, one of the authors 249 

conducted a conditioning experiment where an auditory cue was associated with the 250 

delivery of electrical footshock. Instead of learning that the cue predicted an unavoidable 251 

aversive stimulus, some subjects learned to cling to the wall of the conditioning chamber 252 

to avoid the electrified floor, and instead used the cue to time their jump and return to the 253 

floor once the absence of the cue signaled safety. Because animals were immobile while 254 

hanging from the wall, an automated analysis would likely lead the experimenter to 255 

conclude that the subject was freezing in anticipation of the shock and had acquired a 256 

conditioned fear response as was intended. Observing a neural signal to the cue in this 257 

case would lead to potentially spurious conclusions of fear encoding, though it is just as 258 

likely that neural activity would be related to escape/avoidance or climbing. 259 

In addition to avoiding the spurious conclusions described here (Figure 1), 260 

observation can also often lead to new discoveries that may not be captured by 261 

automated quantification. Importantly, we are not proposing that every experiment 262 

requires expensive cameras and time-consuming analytical approaches to quantify 263 

continuous behavioral data; rather simple observation can be achieved with inexpensive 264 

webcams which can often be interfaced with existing data acquisition setups. In many 265 

cases, these data may not even require reporting in manuscripts if no issues are found.  266 
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 267 

 268 
2. Results of any single behavioral effect should be reported descriptively and 269 

separate from speculation regarding brain-behavior relationships   270 

Even the most carefully designed and executed experiments can result in 271 

incorrect conclusions, and no number of guidelines and standards will avoid incorrect 272 

conclusions from making their way into the literature. However, as authors and reviewers 273 

we can take steps to reduce the impact of potentially spurious or overgeneralized 274 

conclusions on the direction of the field. We posit that an underlying and easily 275 

correctable issue is using single behavioral effects as evidence to draw conclusions 276 

about functional properties of circuits.  277 

For example, instead of reporting that “a real-time place preference task 278 

demonstrated that the circuit of interest conveys a positive valence signal” it is more 279 

appropriate to first report that “animals spent more time in the circuit manipulation paired 280 

chamber in a real-time place preference assay”. That is not to say that speculation is not 281 

important. Discussing what an experiment may mean in the context of the greater 282 

literature is an important aspect of moving science forward. Drawing more overarching 283 

conclusions about the meaning of these data certainly has its place, however, we 284 

recommend that these statements should be made separately such that lines between 285 

data reporting and speculation are not clouded. 286 

 287 

3. Reduce emphasis on specificity, and when claims of specified circuit functions 288 

are made, they should be supported by systematic testing across diverse 289 

behavioral procedures   290 

“The data are the data”. Coming to terms with this fact and embracing it is a rite 291 

of passage for all scientists. However, the attraction of concluding highly specialized 292 
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functions in the cellular control of behavior is understandable and impact of this drive 293 

can be seen throughout the literature, the authors’ work included. This tendency is 294 

reinforced by publishing and funding structures where bold claims of particular circuits 295 

controlling specific aspects of behavior are often considered to be the most impactful 296 

findings. The concern with this approach is that while such discoveries could certainly 297 

drive brain understanding forward, the emphasis on the necessity of specificity for widely 298 

read journal publication may in fact achieve the opposite by luring investigators to turn a 299 

blind eye toward plausible yet less specific explanations for a given behavior. 300 

Establishing unified and standardized behavioral controls may circumvent this concern, 301 

enabling the reader and reviewer to gain a more holistic understanding of how 302 

underlying behavioral processes might hierarchically influence other behaviors. To be 303 

clear, we are not prescribing that neuroscientists studying behavior “X” must always 304 

perform control experiments “Y” and “Z”. There is simply too much heterogeneity across 305 

subfields for this to be practical, and such an approach might even be regressive. 306 

Rather, we suggest that the conclusions from specific behavioral tasks should be 307 

increasingly standardized with inherent acknowledgement that the lack of evidence for a 308 

behavioral confound is not evidence for specificity.  309 

Importantly, when making claims that a circuit’s function is specific to a certain 310 

behavior, or controls a behavioral category (e.g. the circuit encodes aggression) that is 311 

more broad than the dependent variables of the study (e.g. activation of the circuit 312 

decreased aggressive behavior in the resident-intruder test), the onus should be on the 313 

authors to systematically identify and rule out alternative possibilities. First, clear 314 

evidence should be presented as to what underlying processes could potentially alter the 315 

dependent behavioral measures used (in most cases these factors have been 316 

exhaustively described in the animal behavior and psychology literatures). Once a clear 317 

framework for the behavioral category has been established, experimental evidence 318 
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occluding the contribution of the circuit in question to processes which could also alter 319 

the primary dependent behavioral variables should be provided. 320 

 321 

Conclusions 322 

 Neural circuit techniques have vaulted neuroscience forward by expanding our ability to 323 

manipulate precise cells and circuits in the brain in awake and behaving animals. However, with 324 

every technique comes caveats to consider. Here we have given specific examples from our 325 

own groups that highlight how the complex factors that combine to influence behavior can lead 326 

to inaccurate assumptions about what neural circuit manipulations mean for behavioral 327 

execution. We have outlined some simple practices that can help make conclusions more 328 

reproducible: watching behavioral assays, reporting data in precise terms that are separate from 329 

speculation, reducing the emphasis on defining specificity, and manipulating circuits across a 330 

wide range of procedures. Together, these approaches will rule out alternative latent variables 331 

and facilitate generalizability of conclusions across fields. As we move forward, we need to have 332 

these debates formally in the literature to gain consensus across fields and better support these 333 

scientific goals as a community.   334 

 335 
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358  359 

Figure legend 360 

 361 

Figure 1. The pitfalls of making conclusions implicating latent variables from individual 362 

behavioral measures. Behavior is driven by a range of competing factors that act in unison to 363 

drive specific behavioral outputs at specific times. In this example the dependent measure is 364 

lever pressing. In each case it would be accurate to say that the manipulation of the neural 365 

circuit reduced lever pressing. However, this occurs for different reasons in each case. Thus, 366 

making the conclusion that the neural circuit encodes appetitive responding or motivation would 367 
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be inaccurate. For experiments like these it is important for the field that we have continuity in 368 

design and interpretation (i.e. “lever pressing is reduced”) than the semantics of what a circuit 369 

encodes. This will allow for accurate data to accumulate across behavioral tasks and conditions 370 

to facilitate precise conclusions about how circuit manipulation controls behavior across 371 

contexts. 372 




